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SUMMARY
Advances in the study of neurological conditions have been possible because of pluripotent stem cell technologies and organoids. Studies

have described the generation of neural ectoderm-derived retinal and brain structures frompluripotent stem cells. However, the field is still

troubledby technical challenges, includinghighculture costs andvariability.Here,wedescribe a simple andeconomical protocol that repro-

ducibly gives rise to the neural retina and cortical brain regions from confluent cultures of stem cells. The spontaneously generated cortical

organoids are transcriptionally comparablewith organoids generatedbyothermethods. Furthermore, these organoids showed spontaneous

functional network activity and proteomic analysis confirmed organoids maturity. The generation of retinal and brain organoids in close

proximity enabled their mutual isolation. Suspension culture of this complex organoid system demonstrated the formation of nerve-like

structures connecting retinal and brain organoids, which might facilitate the investigation of neurological diseases of the eye and brain.
INTRODUCTION

The rapidly progressing field of human pluripotent stem

cells (hPSCs), including embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and

induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and their derivative

organoids, continues to provide new insights into basic

biology, human development, modeling of human dis-

eases, and discovery of innovative treatments. Neural

differentiation has been extensively studied, improving

our understanding of the mechanism of neurodevelop-

mental conditions (Qian et al., 2019). Large numbers of

neurons and astrocytes can be generated using three-

dimensional (3D) suspension methods that recapitulate

the physiological niche and environment of the devel-

oping human brain (Pasxca et al., 2015).

In the developing CNS, the eye and the brain form as an

extension of the forebrain diencephalic and telencephalic

region, respectively (Sinn andWittbrodt, 2013). Brain orga-

noids replicate specific brain regions or whole cerebral

areas, with both occasionally developing eye regions (Lan-

caster et al., 2013; Quadrato et al., 2017). Differentiation

protocols are usually classified as either guided/direct or

non-guided/undirected cultures, on the basis of the neces-

sity for the use of growth factors or their absence in non-
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guided spontaneous differentiation, which relies on endog-

enous self-forming ability of the cells (Qian et al., 2019).

Brain organoids generated using these varied methodolo-

gies have been well characterized using transcriptome

analysis. Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) has eluci-

dated their cellular composition and the reproducibility of

protocols (Tanaka et al., 2020). Proteome studies have been

rarely performed. Measurements of neuronal activity are

critical to establish organoid variability, maturation and

functionality.

Diseases of the eye and the brain are now understood to

be more intertwined than previously thought. Studies of

common conditions, such as glaucoma and Alzheimer’s

disease, have demonstrated degenerative changes and dis-

ease traits in both brain and eye (Ning et al., 2008). Com-

plex organoids have the potential to provide useful models

of these disease in vitrowith the proviso that they recapitu-

late retinal development, morphology and maturation.

Therefore, improved formation of hPSC-derived retinal-

brain connection through an optic nerve is vital for effec-

tive degenerative disease modeling.

Here we hypothesized that it is possible to reproducibly

generate functional brain organoids from retinal confluent

cultures of PSCs. We also asked if retinal and brain
uthor(s).
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organoids developing together in suspension culture

would form a complex retina-brain organoid system that

would enable the formation of an optic nerve-like struc-

ture, similar to recently described assembloid systems (Fli-

gor et al., 2021).

We demonstrated a non-guided, simple, and economical

differentiation protocol that generated cortical brain orga-

noids alongside of retinal vesicles from a confluent culture

of hPSCs. The spontaneously generation of retinal vesicles

has been previously described (Cordero et al., 2017; Reich-

man et al., 2014, 2017), but the differentiation and isola-

tion of brain structures, to our knowledge, has not been

described elsewhere. The ease of precisely locating brain or-

ganoids, because of morphology and their proximity to

retinal vesicles, reduced organoid variability. Brain organo-

ids were characterized as dorsal cortical organoids, which

when further cultured in 3D suspensionmatured into func-

tional organoids. A systematic comparison of scRNA-seq

datasets revealed a close similarity of our organoids with

other dorsal patterned hPSC-derived brain organoids (Ve-

lasco et al., 2019), and proteomic analysis of organoids

revealed the presence of numerous synaptic markers. Orga-

noid electrophysiological activity was dependent on

culturing in relevant basal medium (Bardy et al., 2015),

with proteomics providing insights into why this physio-

logical environment aids functional activity. Finally, the

generation of retinal and cortical organoids facilitated the

isolation of both structures for 3D culturing, forming a

complex organoid system. Notably, 3D cultured retinal-

brain organoidsmaintained the natural association created

in the dish during their spontaneous development. This

enabled the formation of immature nerve bundle-like

structures between the two organoids. Although at this

early age in culture it is difficult to confirm the formation

of true optic nerve structures, we show that retinal gan-

glion cell (RGC) axonal projections cross the retinal orga-

noid to populate brain organoid regions.
RESULTS

Generation of self-forming retinal and cortical brain

organoids from confluent cultures

The retina is an extension of the CNS arising from the fore-

brain region in the developing embryo (Figure 1A). The

schematic in Figure 1B shows that pro-neural induction

of confluent cultures of pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) spon-

taneously generate retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) from

which retinal vesicles appear. Further analysis of other

structures forming in this two-dimensional (2D)/3D envi-

ronment highlighted the presence of 3D regions contain-

ing clear neuronal rosettes forming adjacent to retinal ves-

icles. We hypothesized that these were brain vesicles.
Following a neural induction period of 4–6 weeks in cul-

ture, neuroretinal vesicles and neural rosette structures ap-

peared (Figure 1C). These areas were dissected and grown in

suspension formaturation (Figure 1D). By 6weeks of differ-

entiation, 39.5% ± 19% of all organoids observed in cul-

tures were retinal vesicles, while 60.5% ± 19% were

neuronal organoids (n = 10 differentiation batches),

demonstrating that a proportion of organoids are gener-

ated independently and are not in proximity to retinal or-

ganoids. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) of 6-week-old

retinal organoids revealed typical neuroepithelium with

RXRy cone cells and HuC/HuD-positive interneurons (Fig-

ure 1E). Brain organoids contained proliferative Ki67/

NCAD regions (Figure 1F) and active CASPASE3 cells (Fig-

ure S1). Neuroepithelium regions contained SOX2/

NCAD-positive neural progenitor cells (Figures 1G and

1H) and were also positive for cortical FOXG1 and

NESTIN/PAX6 markers (Figures 1I, 1J, and S1). These

cortical organoids were negative for ventral cortex-specific

marker NKX2.1, as opposed to whole cerebral organoids

(Figure S1), confirming their dorsal cortical origin.

Brain organoids were easily distinguished in the

confluent cultures, enabling the isolation of a population

of organoids for further maturation and therefore mini-

mizing the variability of mature cultures. We tested this

protocol in twenty-two pluripotent cell lines, with

twenty-one generating both retinal and brain organoids

and one generating retinal organoids only. Table S1 sum-

marizes the reproducibility of the protocol across four of

these cell lines. Furthermore, IHC analysis characterized

these cortical organoids (Figure S1). Cortical plate TBR1,

CTIP2 cells, and SATB2-positive cells were also present.

From 8 to 12 weeks in culture, organoids increased in size

significantly from 2,000 ± 560 to 2,600 ± 474 mm in diam-

eter (n = 20–25 organoids, N = 3 differentiation batches;

mean ± SD; p = 0.0002, unpaired two-tailed t test). Astro-

cytes positives for S100B and GFAP were present in similar

percentages to TUJ1-positive neurons (75% ± 14% neurons

versus 57% ± 17% glial cells; n = 10 images from each dif-

ferentiation batch; N = 3 or 4 differentiation batches;

mean ± SD; p <0.0001, unpaired two-tailed t test). Analysis

at 15 weeks demonstrated the presence of mature inhibi-

tory gamma aminobutyric acid (GABAergic) neurons and

their CALRETININ-positive subtypes (Figures 2A–2L). Im-

aging of organoids by light-sheet microscopy confirmed

the presence of numerous CALRETININ-positive neurons

and GFAP-positive astroglial cells (Video S1).

2D/3D cortical organoids have similar cell type

compositions to other brain organoids

Next, we performed scRNA-seq analysis using the 10X ge-

nomics platform to further investigate the cell type compo-

sition of cortical organoids and to establish their similarity
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Figure 1. Confluent PSC differentiation protocol gives rise to cortical and retinal organoids
(A) Schematic illustrating neural tube formation and the formation of both cerebellum and eye cups from forebrain.
(B) Schematic of the 2D/3D differentiation protocol timeline for both retinal and cortical organoid formation.
(C) Image of a retinal vesicle and brain organoid in 2D culture.
(D) Bright-field image of floating brain organoids, with typical neural rosettes, following excision from 2D culture.
(E) Images of retinal organoid showing RXRy cone cells and HuC/HuD interneurons.
(F) Brain organoids showing Ki67/NCAD positive neuroepithelium.
(G–J) Cortical origin in 6-week-old brain organoids is confirmed by the presence of SOX2-, FOXG1-, and PAX6-positive neural precursor
markers.
Scale bars, 50 mm (J), 75 mm (H), 100 mm (E, G, and I), and 250 mm (F). See also Figure S1.
to other published brain organoid datasets, which were

derived from various directed and undirected protocols.

We used scClassify (Lin et al., 2020), a machine learning-

based method, to annotate cell types that were present in

our scRNA-seq organoids (Figure 3A). Then we compared
1478 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 1476–1492 j June 14, 2022
the composition of cell types in 3-month-old cortical orga-

noids (COs) we generated against those from 3- and

6-month-old brain organoids and cell types from gesta-

tional week (GW) 12 pre-frontal lobe (PFL) fetal brain

(Figure 3B).



Figure 2. Cortical brain organoids generate cortical plate neurons and glial cells
(A–C) Images of week 5 cortical organoids showing the presence of TBR1 and CTIP2 cortical plate neurons.
(D) Cortical organoid diameter and significant size increase with days in culture (n = 30 organoids, N = 3 differentiation batches, mean ±
SD, unpaired two-tailed t test).

(legend continued on next page)
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First, we compared the composition of cell types by using

the cell type labels from the original authors for each of the

published datasets, summarized in Figure 3B. Although the

proportions of each cell type varied across protocols, the

overall cell type compositions were similar. This was inde-

pendent of the protocol, their method of differentiation

(directed or undirected), and the age of the organoid (Fig-

ure 3C). In this analysis, Quadrato et al. data (Quad3mU)

showed the most diverse cell type composition.

Next, we used scClassify to annotate cells in our CO

scRNA-seq dataset by training the classification model us-

ing either each individual public dataset as a reference or

using all datasets jointly (joint training) (Figure 3D). The

predicted cell type composition in COs data was plotted

with respect to the training data, and irrespective of the

training dataset, a similar cell type composition was

observed in our COs. In agreement with this, the expres-

sion profiles of key marker genes for each cell type popula-

tion were also largely consistent, irrespective of the

training dataset (Figure S2). BMP-responsive cells, interme-

diate (bright orange), and proteoglycan-expressing cell

types were absent from our dataset. Note that cells are an-

notated as ‘‘unassigned’’ when they could not be classified

to any cell type. Cells are annotated as ‘‘intermediate’’

when they could not be classified to a specific cell type

but an intermediate among multiple cell types. This inter-

mediate population (denoted with an asterisk) is different

from the intermediate cell type annotated in the training

datasets (bright orange). As the scClassify jointly trained

using multiple reference datasets reduces both unassigned

and intermediate classification, the classification result

from the jointly trained model was used in the subsequent

comparison. Organoid cell types were clustered in a

t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) plot

showing that cortical neurons were the most abundant

cell type (Figure 3E). We then measured the agreement be-

tween different cell type compositions across the multiple

datasets using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)

(Figure 3F). Three major correlating groups were evident

in relation to cell type compositions: (1) Velasco et al.,

6 months, directed (Vela6mD); (2) Quadrato et al.,

3 months, undirected (Quad3mU); and (3) the remaining

protocols, which included our 2D/3D COs. In accordance

with Figure 3C, except for Quad3mU, all 3 month organo-

ids and the GW12 fetal sample clustered together, suggest-
(E–H) Organoids showing CTIP2- and SATB2-positive cells (E and F; hig
glial cells (G and H).
(I) Percentage of cells expressing TUJ1 and GFAP per area (mm2) in
ferentiation batches, mean ± SD, unpaired two-tailed t test).
(J–L). Week 15 cortical organoid showing GABA- and CALRETININ-po
(K) shows high-magnification image of inset in (J).
Scale bars, 15 mm (K), 50 mm (F), 75 mm (A–C), and 100 mm (E, G, H
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ing similar cell type composition. Notably, our organoids

closely resembled the guided differentiation of dorsally

patterned forebrain organoids (Vela3MD), known for their

reproducibility (Velasco et al., 2019). Cell-type proportions

were more diverse when Quad3mU was used as training

data, suggesting a unique cell type composition in this da-

taset. In fact, Quad3mU cell type annotations clustered as a

groupwithVela6mD separate fromTrujillo et al., 6months,

directed (Truj6mD) and the remaining 3 month organoids.

Therefore, although cell type composition of Vela6mD ap-

peared to be different from those of 3month organoids, the

composition of Truj6mD was more similar to 3 month

organoids.

Proteome analysis of brain organoids highlights

abundance of proteins related to synaptic

transmission

The proteomes of iPSCs and cortical organoids were sur-

veyed to a depth of 6,244 and 5,719 proteins, respectively

(after filtering and counting only unique genes). There

were 4,444 proteins shared between the iPSC (n = 3 IPS

pellets from different passages) and cortical organoid lists

(n = 3 organoids; N = 3 differentiation batches, 9 organoids

analyzed in total). GeneOntology enrichment analysis was

performed with a focus on biological process and Kyoto

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway

terms (Figures 4A–4D). Figure 4A shows the top thirty bio-

logical process terms that had the largest difference in sig-

nificance between iPSCs and organoids. Terms related to

the cell cycle, chromosomes, and DNA were more likely

to be enriched for iPSCs, whereas terms related to the syn-

apse, synaptic vesicles, vesical transport, axon/dendrite

development, and neuron projection were more enriched

for cortical organoids. Next, we extracted the top five syn-

aptic and development terms (not already shown in Fig-

ure 4A) from the list of significant biological process terms

(Table S2). For example, the terms ‘‘postsynapse org-

anization’’ and ‘‘regulation of postsynaptic membrane

neurotransmitter receptor levels’’ were enriched for cortical

organoids (Figure 4B). Neuron development and dendritic

spine development were enriched for organoids (Fig-

ure 4C). The KEGG pathway terms ribosome biogenesis

in eukaryotes, DNA replication, cell cycle, and basal tran-

scription factors were enriched for iPSCs, while axon guid-

ance, neurotrophin signaling pathway, and long-term
h-magnification image of inset in E shown in F) and S100B and GFAP

11-week-old cells (n = 10 images from 2 or 3 organoids, N = 3 dif-

sitive inhibitory neurons.

, J, and L).



Figure 3. Comparison of cortical organoids and scRNA-seq available dataset
(A) Schematic illustrating scClassify computational analysis to categorize a dataset using multiple reference datasets.
(B) Table summarizing the public scRNA-seq reference datasets included in comparison and their differentiation protocols.
(C) Cell type composition in public datasets on the basis of the annotation from their original studies.
(D) Cell type composition in cortical organoids (COs) scRNA-seq dataset predicted by scClassify trained by each or all (i.e., joint) public
datasets.
(E) tSNE plot illustrating the cell types composition in COs on the basis of scClassify annotation using joint training.
(F) Interclass correlation heatmap showing the agreement between cell type compositions among different organoids and a fetal brain.
See also Figure S2.
potentiation termswere enriched for organoids (Figure 4D).

Figure 4E shows examples of detected proteins that were

exclusive to the iPSCs and are involved in stem cell prolif-
eration and maintenance. Conversely, GABA receptor sub-

units (encoded by GABBR1 and GABRG2), a glutamate re-

ceptor subunit (encoded by GRIA1), a mediator of
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 1476–1492 j June 14, 2022 1481



(legend on next page)
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postsynaptic plasticity (encoded by SYNGAP1), a transsy-

naptic protein (encoded by NRXN1) and two synaptic

vesicle-associated proteins (encoded by SYN1 and SYP) are

examples of proteins detected exclusively in organoids

(Figure 4E). The expression of these genes was also

confirmed in the scRNA transcriptome dataset (Figure S2).

IHC analysis confirmed synapse formation. MAP2-positive

glutamatergic excitatory neurons expressing the vesicular

glutamate transporter 1 (VGLUT1) protein were evident

in organoids (Figures 4E and 4F [high magnification of

boxed area in Figure 4E]; Figure S3). Pre-synaptic protein

synaptophysin was readily detected in puncta that local-

ized in proximity to postsynaptic density protein PSD95

(Figure 4G). Similar synaptic punctate pattern was also

evident in 2D cultures of dissociated organoids (Figure S3;

n = 7 cultures). Finally, ultrastructure analysis by trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) demonstrated the

presence of typical synaptic structures showing synaptic

vesicles and electron-dense synaptic contact sites

(Figures 4H and 4I, asterisks and arrowheads, respectively;

n = 3 organoids).

2D/3D cortical brain organoids showed mature

function

We next tested the neurophysiological activity of organo-

ids by multielectrode array (MEA). Five-month-old organo-

ids were cultured in standard conditions until 2 months

prior to recordings and then with either cortical organoid

differentiation medium (CODM) or a physiological rele-

vant neuronal medium (BrainPhys) up until the MEA re-

cordings. Organoids were placed on the MEA 1 day before

recordings (Figure 5A). Spontaneous firing activity was

observed in organoids cultured in BrainPhys (Figures 5B

and 5C), but not inCODMorganoids. Similarly, spike raster

plots showed firing patterns of organoids across all elec-

trodes with marked network bursts in organoids cultured

in BrainPhys only (Figures 5D, 5E, and S4). Themean firing
Figure 4. Comparison of the iPSC and cortical organoid proteome
(A) Comparison of biological process terms with the largest differen
detected in the iPSC and cortical organoid (CODM media) proteomes.
probability of enrichment adjusted by a false discovery rate of 5%. The
indicate an enrichment ratio < 1.1.
(B) Top five biological process synaptic terms not already shown in (
(C) Top five biological process development terms not already shown
(D) Comparison of the KEGG pathway terms.
(E) Examples of proteins detected exclusively in either iPSCs or cort
functions.
(F and G) Immunohistochemistry images showing VGLUT1 puncta in M
(H) SYNAPTOPHYSIN pre-synaptic and PSD95 post-synaptic markers.
(I and J) Ultrastructure electron microscopy images of cortical orga
(asterisks).
Scale bars, 5 mm (G) and 25 mm (F and H). See also Figure S3.
rate (MFR) of neurons cultured in BrainPhys was signifi-

cantly greater than CODM-grown organoids (1.7 ± 1.3 Hz

in BrainPhys and 0.03 ± 0.04Hz in CODM; n = 5 organoids,

N = 3 independent batches of differentiation, mean ± SD,

60 electrodes; p = 0.0466; paired two-tailed t test) (Fig-

ure S4). Next, we performed pharmacological intervention

using tetrodotoxin (TTX) as a synaptic blocker. Organoid

network activity was abolished with TTX addition, with ac-

tivity returning to normal levels after washout (Figure 5F;

n = 5 organoids, N = 3 differentiation batches, mean ±

SD; p < 0.0001, paired two tailed t test).

BrainPhys medium has been described as a more physio-

logical environment supporting the basic function of

neurons (Bardy et al., 2015). To gain insights into possible

differences between BrainPhys and CODM-cultured orga-

noids, we compared their proteome.Organoidswere grown

in parallel from the same batches of differentiation

(Figures 5G and 5H; n = 3 organoids/batch, N = 3 differen-

tiation batches, 9 organoids analyzed in total for each

condition). Proteomic analysis detected 4,334 in common

proteins for both conditions with an additional 27 and 242

unique BrainPhys and CODM proteins, respectively. The

different culture conditions showed differences in protein

enrichment (Figure 5G). Notably, enriched proteins that

could potentially explain the improved function of

BrainPhys-cultured neurons included synaptic vesicle-

associated proteins synaptophysin (encoded by SYP) and

synaptotagmin 1 (SYT1), glutamate receptor delta 1 sub-

unit (GRID1) involved in synaptogenesis and phosphatase

and tensin homolog (PTEN) responsible for synapse matu-

ration (Figure 5H). Next, organoids were transduced with

an AAV9.SYN1 (Synapsin 1) promoter driving an mCherry

reporter. Synapsin 1 tethers pools of synaptic vesicles in

nerve terminals and has an activity-dependent function

regulating the availability of synaptic vesicles for neuro-

transmitter release (Cesca et al., 2010). When cultured in

BrainPhys, organoids showed increased neuronal Synapsin
s using Gene Ontology enrichment analysis
ce in probability of enrichment for the genes encoding proteins
The color scheme represents the value of �log10(P), where P is the
size of each circle represents the ratio of enrichment. Absent circles

A).
in (A).

ical organoids involved in maintenance of stems cells or synaptic

AP2 neuronal dendrites (G, high-magnification image of inset in F).

noids showing synaptic clefts (arrowheads) and synaptic vesicles
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Figure 5. Cortical organoids develop synchronous networks
(A) Cortical organoid plated overnight on multielectrode array (MEA).
(B and C) Representative spontaneous firing activity of organoid.
(D and E) Spike raster plots showing firing patterns of organoids across all electrodes with marked network bursts.

(legend continued on next page)
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1 promoter activity (Figure S4; n = 3 organoids). We also

confirmed the presence of synapses and synaptic vesicles

in BrainPhys organoids using TEM (Figure S4; n = 3

organoids).

Co-culture of 3D retinal-cortical organoids shows

retinal nerve-like bundles projecting into brain

organoids

Having demonstrated the formation of cortical organoids

from confluent differentiation cultures, we next aimed to

test whether the 3D suspension culture of complex organo-

ids comprising both retinal and brain organoids promoted

the formation of retinal ganglion cells axonal projections

between the two organs.

In early 2D differentiation cultures, retinal and brain or-

ganoids spontaneously developed in proximity, enabling

the manual isolation of these two organoids for further

maturation in suspension (Figure 6A). This differentiation

was tested in 4 PSC lines (n = 185 organoids analyzed,

N > 10 differentiation batches), including the H9.mCherry

ESC line in which the typical morphology of brain neural

rosettes and thick neural epithelium of retinal organoids

are easily discerned. In 3D culture, at 5 weeks, the two orga-

noids were attached but failed, at this early stage, to show

any clear axonal projections (Figure 6B). The connection

of the retina to the brain to process the visual information

is established by RGCs, the first-born cell type of the

retina, which form neuronal outputs connecting to the

brain through the optic nerve. At 7 weeks, light-sheet mi-

croscopy of cleared 3D retinal-brain complex organoids

(n = 49 organoids analyzed) enabled the visualization of

MAP2-positive retinal cells present in the retina connected

to brain organoids forming structures that resemble a pre-

sumptive nerve bundle (Figures 6C–6F; Figure S7; and

Video S2).

At 10 weeks, the development of each individual orga-

noid was apparent. In retinal organoids, similarly to the

chick and rodent retina (Tucker and Matus, 1987; Okabe

et al., 1989), MAP2 delineated RGCs which colocalized

with THY1, HuC/HuD, andNeuNRGCmarkers delineating

these cells’ axonal projections toward the center of the or-

ganoid (Figure S5). CRX-positive photoreceptor cells were

present in retinal organoidswith RGCTHY1-positive axons

assembling in the middle of the retinal organoid, which

then appeared to extend axonal processes to the TBR1-

and THY1-positive brain organoid (Figures 6G and 6H;

n = 13 organoids, N = 9 differentiation batches; Figure S6).

Finally, to specifically identify RGCs and their axonal pro-
(F) TTX treatment abolished firing activity, which returned following
(G) Heatmap showing proteome comparison of iPSC, organoids, 4 mo
(H) Proteins differentially enriched in organoids cultured in CODM or B
See also Figure S4.
jections, retinal organoids were generated from an ESC

H7.BRN3b-P2A-mCherry reporter line (Sluch et al., 2015).

At 8.5 weeks, mCherry-positive cells showed co-expression

with numerous RGCmarkers, and their axons were readily

identified in retinal organoids forming a nerve fiber-like

layer (Figure 7; Figure S6). Consecutive sections through

complex organoids demonstrated the morphological dif-

ferences of the two organoids (Figures 7A–7H and 7I–7L;

non-fused organoids) with nerve-like structures crossing

into the brain organoid (Figures 7A, 7I, and 7K, arrows).

Nerve-like bundles were also observed crossing the middle

of retinal organoids (Figures 7B–7D; Figure 7H, high ma-

gnification of boxed area in Figure 7D). All BRN3b.

mCherry organoids contained axonal projections within

brain organoids (Figure 7, arrowheads; n = 19 organoids,

N = 3 differentiation batches). In 27% ± 11% of non-fused

organoids the RGC axonal outgrowths reached the end of

the brain organoid, and in 24% ± 8%mCherry axonal pro-

jections only reached short distances close to the nerve

entry point. Interestingly, 48% ± 10% of retinal-brain orga-

noids naturally fused in culture (Figure 7Q; fused organo-

ids; mean ± SD), and of these, all organoids showed long

and abundant axonal projections extending throughout

the organoid (Figures 7M–7P). These mCherry retinal

axonal projections were observed in proximity to neuronal

(SOX2 and CTIP2) and nascent-glial populations (S100B)

in the brain organoids (Figures S7C and S7D). Light-sheet

microscopy of BRN3b.mCherry also demonstrated RGC

axons in the retinal organoid-forming nerve-like structures

that crossed from the center of the retina toward the brain

organoid (n = 3 organoids imaged; Figures S7E–S7I; Video

S3). Brain regions were positive for the synaptic vesicle

membrane protein Synaptophysin (SYP). Importantly,

these synaptic vesicles were also observed in brain regions

populated by RGC mCherry axons (Figures 7R and 7S).

Finally, we performed gene expression analysis in retinal,

retinal-brain, and brain organoids from the same differen-

tiation batch (Figures S7J–S7L, bright-field images) for

PCP4 and LHX9, which are both expressed in the lateral

geniculate nucleus (LGN), the RGC target, and the relay sta-

tion for visual input in the brain (Iwai and Kawasaki, 2009).

We also analyzed ZIC2, a transcription factor involved in

RGC axon guidance and highly expressed in the optic tract

(Herrera and Mason, 2003). A significant increase in gene

expression fold change for PCP4 and ZIC2 was observed

for retinal-brain organoids compared with brain and

retinal organoid samples (Figure 7V; n = 6 organoids

per sample, N = 3 independent differentiation batches;
washing (mean ± SD, paired two-tailed t test, ****p < 0.0001).
nths, and 23-year-old brain.
rainPhys media (p < 0.05, adjusted by a false discovery rate of 5%).
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Figure 6. Complex retinal-cortical organoids form optic nerve-like structures
(A) Schematic illustrating the timeline of neuronal differentiation.
(B) Week 5 H9 ESC.mCherry retinal-brain organoid showing typical morphologies of retinal and brain regions growing together.

(legend continued on next page)
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two-way ANOVA and Fisher’s least significant difference

[LSD] test, p < 0.05 [significance of average DDCt± value]).
DISCUSSION

PSC-derived retinal and brain organoids have utility for dis-

ease modeling, particularly neurodegeneration of both eye

and brain. Although numerous differentiation protocols

have beendescribed, these differ considerably inmethodol-

ogy: some rely entirely on the addition of growth factors

and matrices to guide cell fate decisions and organ forma-

tion, while others form spontaneous organoids through

the endogenous potential of PSCs to form the niches

in vitro. Variability among protocols and in-batch organoid

variability is a commonproblemof both approaches. Other

challenges include the phenotypical and maturity differ-

ences between in vitro-generated cells and their in vivo coun-

terparts. Furthermore, the generation of the right cell type

to enable the analysis of functional assays and testing of

new therapies requires long-term cultures. Each of these

protocols presents its own advantages and disadvantages,

and thus the initial choice of protocol is important.

Here, we adapted a previously described simple and

robust 2D/3D differentiation approach derived from

confluent cultures of PSCs (Reichman et al., 2014) and

generated cortical organoids within the same cultures of

retinal vesicles and RPE cells. Brain organoids form the neu-

ral rosettes, a feature that enabled their ready isolation. This

differentiationmethod only requires a confluent culture of

PSCs followed by change to a pro-neural induction media

and does not require the addition of Matrigel or exogenous

factors.We confirmed the generationof dorsal cortical orga-

noids that express typical cortical plate neurons as well as

inhibitory and excitatory neurons and glial populations.

Omics analysis of PSC lines and their initial stage of dif-

ferentiation have shed light on the variability between

cell lines leading to increased differences between organo-

ids generated among multiple cell lines (Quadrato et al.,

2017). Our undirected protocol enabled reproducibility of

directed organoids but with the benefits of spontaneous

differentiations.

Despite tremendous progress in the field, the lack of dis-

ease-relevant functional assays in organoids hinders their
(C–F) Light-sheet image of whole retinal-brain organoid showing cons
F) High-magnification images from insets in (C) and (D) show axona
organoid (E, z stack 176 out of 510 stacks). Deeper z stack 240 show
(G) CRX-positive photoreceptors in retinal organoids and TBR1 neuro
(H) THY1-positive retinal ganglion cells send axonal projections to t
TBR1/THY1-positive neurons in brain regions.
Scale bars, 100 mm (B, G, H) and 200 mm (C–F). Cell lines used for (C)
also Figure S6.
ability to test for new treatment efficacy. However, disease

molecular signatures and biomarkers can be determined us-

ing integrative analysis of omics as well as computational

or bioinformatic methodologies. In this study, our cortical

organoids were extensively characterized using scRNA-seq

and proteomics analysis. In agreement with a previous cor-

relation study comparing scRNA-seq datasets of brain orga-

noids (Tanaka et al., 2020), our organoids showed a high

correlation with dorsally patterned brain organoids gener-

ated in the directed differentiation approach demonstrated

in Velasco et al. (2019), known for their reproducibility.

The proteome of brain organoids has been seldom inves-

tigated. Previous proteomic analysis of early staged (day 45)

brain organoids generated using a whole-brain spo-

ntaneous 3D method highlighted the protein-protein

interactions involved in early neuronal specification

(Nascimento et al., 2019). Our proteomic analysis demon-

strated expression of proteins related to neuronal develop-

ment and synaptic function in the cortical organoids and a

relative decrease in cell cycle-related proteins. The detec-

tion of synaptic protein components was further corr-

oborated by IHC for synaptic markers and ultrastructure

electron microscopy.

Neuronal network formation in brain organoids have

previously been studied elegantly in late-stage organoids

cultured on the MEA for a few months (Quadrato et al.,

2017; Trujillo et al., 2019). Our electrophysiology analysis

verified the functionality of cortical organoids, demon-

strating their synchronous neuronal network activity

when cultured in an electrophysiologically relevant me-

dium, BrainPhys (Bardy et al., 2015). A separate proteomics

analysis identified proteins enriched in the BrainPhys-

cultured organoids that might explain how BrainPhys

media promotes favorable electrophysiological activity.

Overall, these results demonstrate the generation of func-

tional cortical organoids.

Neurodevelopmental disorders leading to higher order

cognitive abilities mostly affect the cortex, and thus

modeling of these conditions using cortical organoids is

crucial (Zhao and Bhattacharyya, 2018). In the eye,

modeling ofmore complex disease traits requires the differ-

entiation of specific brain regions and their functional inte-

gration as well as their connection with other organs. The

formation of retinal vesicles and optic cups from brain
ecutive z stack images of MAP2 retinal ganglion cells axons. (E and
l nerve-like structure projecting toward the central part of retinal
ing the same axonal projection connecting to brain region (F).
ns in brain organoids.
he center of the retinal organoid that connect with brain organoid

–(H) include HPSI0314i-hoik_1, H9 WiCell ES, and TiPSC-5 iPS. See
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Figure 7. RGCs axonal projections into brain organoids
(A–P) Images of consecutive sections through a week 8.5 retinal-brain complex organoids generated from BRN3b.mCherry ESC line. (A–L)
Retinal and brain organoids are clearly visible and separated by RPE (non-fused). Retinal organoids show numerous mCherry-positive RGCs,
which extend axonal projections (arrow) into the brain organoid. Axonal outgrowths coming from RGCs are observed in the far end of the
brain organoid (arrowheads). (B–D) Nerve-like bundle structures are also observed crossing the retinal organoid towards the brain. (F and G)
Highmagnification of inset in (C) is shown in (F) and (G) showing axonal projections in the brain organoid. (H)High-magnification image of
inset (D) shows a nerve-fiber layer forming in the retinal organoid (also shown in E) and the formation of nerve bundle-like structures
crossing the retinal organoid (H). (I–L) Another example of non-fused retinal and brain organoid showing a nerve-like structure crossing
the middle of the retinal organoid and connecting into the brain organoid (arrows in I and K, high-magnification image from inset in J).
Short axonal projections are observed only in the initial crossing point into the brain organoid (L, arrowheads; high-magnification image
from inset in K). (M–P) Example of retinal and brain organoids that fusedwhile in suspension culture. Brain organoids show extensive axonal
outgrowths covering the whole brain organoid (M and N, arrows; O and P, high-magnification panels from insets in M and N, arrowheads).
(Q) Percentage of fused and non-fused organoids and their axonal outgrowths phenotypes (mean ± SD).
(R and S) Synaptophysin is observed in brain regions populated by mCherry retinal axons.
(T) Fold change in gene expression in retinal and retinal-brain organoids in comparison with brain organoids (error bars show SD reported
as log fold change; two-way ANOVA and Fisher’s LSD test, *p < 0.05).
Scale bars, 20 mm (G–L, O, P, R, and S), 40 mm (A–F, I, J, M, and N). See also Figure S7.
regions in 3D organoid cultures has been demonstrated in

seminal studies (Kuwahara et al., 2015; Nakano et al.,

2012), including a recent study showing bilateral optic ves-

icles (Gabriel et al., 2021).
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Here, we demonstrated the spontaneous formation of

retinal and brain complex organoids in 2D/3D confluent

cultures. When in 3D suspension, these retinal-brain orga-

noids connect through a nerve-like structure mimicking



the neuronal projections that connect the eye and brain.

Our confluent method of differentiation enabled the pre-

cise isolation of these two organoids, overcoming vari-

ability within 3D directed and whole-brain protocols that

sporadically generate eye structures (Lancaster et al.,

2013; Quadrato et al., 2017) and the forced fusion of

different organoids to form assembloids. The latter have

been successfully used to model in vivo neuronal interac-

tions between different brain regions (Bagley et al., 2017;

Birey et al., 2017; Miura et al., 2020; Xiang et al., 2019)

and most recently retinofugal projections between eye

and brain regions (Fligor et al., 2021). Herewe offer an alter-

native method to assembloid formation.

We used numerous cell lines and axonal markers to

demonstrate the emerging RGC axonal projections be-

tween retinal and brain organoids. The mature myelinated

optic nerve includes close contact with brain astrocyte

cells, which have migrated into the retina during develop-

ment and vasculature formation. Here, at the early stages

analyzed, we simply demonstrate the formation of nerve

bundles that cross into brain organoids extending axonal

projections. We have demonstrated the presence of

S100B glial populations in brain organoids in proximity

to BRN3b.mCherry RGC axons; however, as expected for

the early time points analyzed, these cells were not

observed close to retinal organoids, suggesting that migra-

tion of astrocytes from brain to RGC layer has not taken

place. Furthermore, no clear myelination was observed in

the retinal nerve-like bundles. The formation ofmature op-

tic nerve-like structures will elucidate the dynamics of reti-

nogenesis and neurogenesis that can then be used tomodel

a number of optic neuropathies, such as glaucoma. Retinal-

brain organoids also promise to improve organoid develop-

ment, such as the long-term survival and maturation of

RGCs, as these cells no longer lack their contact with the

output in the cortex (Fligor et al., 2021). Neurodegenera-

tion in glaucoma is complex and extends beyond the eye

into the LGN and visual cortex (Gupta et al., 2006) of the

brain. Similarly, late-onset neurodegenerative diseases,

such Alzheimer’s disease, show early phenotypes in the

eye (Ning et al., 2008), which enables pre-symptomatic

diagnosis (Hadoux et al., 2019). Accurate models of such

diseases will elucidate novel aspects of disease pathogenesis

and aid the challenges of developing effective treatments.

Our data demonstrate the undirected derivation of

both cortical and retinal organoids from a confluent cul-

ture of PSCs. The simplicity of this differentiation

method coupled with the ease of precisely locating

cortical organoids addresses the current problems of in-

batch organoid-to-organoid variability. The comprehen-

sive characterization shown here, including novel

proteome data of brain organoids, expands the available

repertoire of relevant models of human disease. Impor-
tantly, this method also enabled the formation of

complex organoid-forming nerve-like structures that

resemble the important connection between the retina

and the brain, the optic nerve. Future investigations

including further culture development of these retinal-

brain complex organoids will possibly enable the for-

mation of a mature optic nerve and allow the study of

common optic nerve neuropathies.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Derivation of UCLOOi017-A-1 and UCLIOO009-A-3

induced pluripotent stem cell lines
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells were isolated from the whole

blood of a healthy donor using density gradient centrifugation.

Briefly, 25 mL whole blood diluted 1:1 with PBS was layered on

top of 15 mL of Ficoll-Paque Premium and centrifuged with brake

and accelerator off at 5003 g for 30min, and the cloudy interphase

containing peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) was

collected. Twomillion cells were cultured for 6 days in hematopoi-

etic expansion media StemSpan H3000, with the addition of EPO,

IL-3, dexamethasone, ascorbic acid, SCF, and IGF-1. Following

expansion, 200,000 cells were nucleofected using Amaxa 4D nu-

cleofector with Addgene plasmids. The nucleofected cells were

plated on a well of a 6-well plate coated with Geltrex matrix and

transitioned to Essential 8 media. Obtained iPSC clones were

further cultured for 10 passages prior to characterization.

Differentiation of PSC into cortical organoids
Human iPSCs were maintained until 90% confluent as described

above.Mediawas replacedwith Essential 6 (E6)media for 2 consec-

utive days. At day 3 of differentiation, E6mediawas replacedwith a

pro-neural induction media (PIM; composed of advanced DMEM/

F12, 1%N2 supplement, 1% L-glutamine, 1% non-essential amino

acids, and 1% antibiotic-antimycotic). At around weeks 3–4 of cul-

ture, 3D organoids containing rosettes were observed throughout

the plate and in close proximity to neuroretinal vesicles. Cortical

organoids were manually excised and maintained in 60-mm-well

plates in retinal differentiation media (RDM; composed of

DMEM, 30% F12 nutrient mix, 2% B27-vitamin A, and 1% anti-

biotic-antimycotic) on an orbital shaker at 85 rpm. At 6 weeks of

differentiation, retinal differentiation medium was supplemented

with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 mM taurine, and 2mM

GlutaMAX. At 10 weeks, cortical organoids were cultured in a cere-

bral organoid differentiation medium as described in Lancaster

et al. (2013) (50% neurobasal medium, 50% DMEM/F12, 0.5%

N2 supplement, 0.03% insulin, 1% GlutaMAX, MEM-NEAA,

B-mercaptoethanol, 1% B27 supplement) or BrainPhys hPSC

Neuron Kit (StemCell Technologies, BrainPhys Neuronalmedium,

NeuroCult SM1 neuronal supplement, 1%N2 supplement, human

recombinant BDNF andGDNF, ascorbic acid and dibutyryl-cAMP).

iPSC line UCLOOi017-A-1 was used in most of the main figures. In

Figure 6, cell lines used included ESC WiCell H9.mCherry (Fig-

ure 6B), HPSI0314i-hoik_1 (Figures 6C–6F), and TiPSC-5

(Figures 6G and 6H). In Figure 7, ESC H7 WA07 A81.BRN3B-P2A-

mCherry was used.
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Immunohistochemistry
Brain organoids were washed with PBS and fixed for 40–60 min in

4%paraformaldehyde prior to incubation in 20% sucrose. Organo-

ids were embedded in OCTand frozen in liquid nitrogen. Brain or-

ganoidswere cryo-sectioned at 14 mmthickness. Cryosectionswere

blocked in 5% serum in blocking solution (1% BSA in PBS with

0.1% Triton X) for 2 h. Primary antibody (Table S3) diluted in

blocking solution was incubated overnight at4�C. Sections were

washed with PBS and incubated with secondary antibody (Alexa

Fluor 488, 546, and 633 secondary antibodies) at room tempera-

ture for 2 h. Sections were counter-stained with DAPI. For IHC

numbers, see Table S4.

Single-cell RNA sequencing
Organoids were dissociated as described above, and a subset of cell

suspension was stained with 0.4% trypan blue and assessed for

viability and concentration using Countess II Automated Cell

Counter. Single-cell suspensions were passed through a 40 mm

cell strainer, and concentration was adjusted to 1,000 cells/mL.

The suspension was loaded in single-cell B Chip for target output

of 10,000 cells per sample. Single-cell droplet capture was per-

formed on the Chromium Controller (10X Genomics). cDNA

library preparation was performed in accordance with the Single-

Cell 30 version 3 protocol. Libraries were evaluated for fragment

size and concentration using AgilentHSD5000 ScreenTape System.

Samples were sequenced on an IlluminaNovaSeq 6000 instrument

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sequencing was car-

ried out using a 2 3 150 paired-end (PE) configuration with a

sequencing depth of 40,000 reads per cell. The sequences were pro-

cessed by GENEWIZ.

Recording of organoid activity on MEA
Organoid electrical activity was measured using an MEA2100-lite

system with TC01 temperature control (Multi Channel Systems),

heated to 37�C. Recordings weremade for 5–10min at a frequency

of 10 kHz using Multi Channel Experimenter software. Data were

processed using Multi Channel Analyzer software. Raw electrode

recordings were filtered sequentially with a 200 Hz second-order

Butterworth high-pass filter, then a 3 kHz second-order Butter-

worth low-pass filter. Spikes were picked using a threshold of 5

SDs below mean voltage for each electrode.

Organoids preparation for mass spectrometry
Organoids were isolated and cultured for 10 weeks. Three of these

organoids were cultured in either CODMor BrainPhysmedium for

twoweeks.Organoidswere homogenized and lysedwith a drill and

pestle in 200 mL 2% SDS lysis buffer (2% [w/v] SDS, 50 mM HEPES

[pH 7.4], 2 mM EGTA, 2 mM EDTA, 2 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl

fluoride [PMSF], EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor [Roche], and

PhosSTOP [Roche]) and freezing on dry ice. Frozen lysate was

thawed and reduced with 10 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine

(TCEP) at 85�C for 10 min with shaking. Samples were alkylated

with 20mM iodoacetamide for 30min at 23�C in the dark. Protein

was precipitated using the chloroform-methanol method and pel-

let reconstituted in 20 mL of 7.8M urea and 50mMHEPES (pH 8.0).

Protein was digested with 3 mg Lys-C (FUJIFILMWako Pure Chem-

ical Corporation) and incubated for 8 h at 25�C, with shaking.
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Samples were diluted 8-fold with 50 mM HEPES (pH 8.0) and di-

gested by the addition of 5 mg TrypZean recombinant trypsin

and incubation for 8 h at 30�C, with shaking. About 50 mg aliquots

of each sample were desalted. Samples were eluted in 50% acetoni-

trile, dried, and then reconstituted in 90% acetonitrile and 0.1%

trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) for hydrophilic interaction chromatog-

raphy (HILIC) fractionation.

Statistical analysis
All means are presented as mean ± SD; N denotes number of inde-

pendent experiments (i.e., differentiation batches, proteome

samples, or MEA measurements; n denotes number of images or

retinal organoids examined, where appropriate. Statistical dif-

ferences between two groups were tested using two-tailed pai-

red and unpaired t tests. The test used is specified in figure legends

andmain text. Statistical significance was assessed usingGraphPad

Prism software.

Data and code availability
The scRNA sequencing data have been deposited in NCBI’s Gene

Expression Omnibus and are accessible using GEO Series accession

number GSE174232 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/

acc.cgi?acc=GSE174232).

Theproteomicsdatahavebeendepositedto theProteomeXchange

Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository with dataset identifier

PXD025933 and http://dx.doi.org/10.6019/PXD025933.
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